INTRODUCTION
The transducer is the classical model of a finite-state machine with output device. Informally, a transducer M may be regarded as a finite, directed, labeled graph. The vertices and edges of that graph represent the states and transitions of M, respectively. The label of an edge is the pair of words consumed and produced by the corresponding transition from the one-way input tape and on the one-way output tape of M, respectively. The machine M is called a normalized finite transducer, abbreviated NFT, if these input words always have length 0 or 1 -or a nondeterministic generalized sequential machine, abbreviated NGSM, if only length 1 appears, Le.,. M is a real-time transducer. The computations in an NFT M are represented by paths in the above graph. Every such path consumes an input word and produces an output word along its edges. A computation is successful if it corresponds to a path initiating and terminating at designated initial and final states, respectively. Such paths are called accepting. The transduction (or relation) realized by M is the set of pairs (x, z) of input/output words being consumed/produced by any accepting path. For each such pair (x, z), z is called a value for x in M. Two transducers are equivalent if the transductions realized by them coincide, Le., every input word has the same set of values in both machines.
The valuedness of an NFT M is the maximal number of different values for an input word or is infinité, depending on whether or not a maximum exists. For any positive integer k, the transducer M is called finite valued (fc-valued, single valued) if its valuedness is finite (at most ft, at most 1, respectively). It is said to be fc-ambiguous (unambiguous) if any input word is consumed by at most ft (at most 1, respectively) different accepting paths -and finitely ambiguous if it is ft-ambiguous for some k. Evidently, every fc-ambiguous transducer is fc-valued and every finitely ambiguous transducer is finite valued. The converse is in gênerai false.
It is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether or not a given NFT is finite valued (Weber [W90] ) and, for any fixed positive integer ft, whether or not it is fc-valued' (Gurari and Ibarra [GI83] ). Since ambiguity is a special case of valuedness (just replace the output word of any transition by the transition itself), the two above results remain valid if "valued" is replaced by "ambiguous". For further background on transducers the reader may consult the textbooks (Berstel [B79] ) and (Gurari [G89] ).
The work presented in this article is motivated by the two following structural theorems for finite-valued transducers.
DECOMPOSING A &-VALUED TRANSDUCER INTO k UNAMBIGUOUS ONES
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(1) A finite-valued NGSM (NFT) M can be effectively decomposed into finitely many single-valued NGSMs (NFTs, respectively) Mi, ..., Mjy such that the transduction realized by M is the union of the transductions realized by Mi, .. -, M N (Weber [W93] ).
(2) A single-valued NGSM (NFT) M can be effectively transformed into an equivalent unambiguous NGSM (NFT, respectively) M' (Eilenberg [E74] and Schützenberger [Sch76] , see Berstel [B79, Chapt. IV] ).
In result (1), the integer N is always of exponential order. This is in the optimal range if the vàluedness of M is exponentiaL Transducers with the latter property exist (Weber [W90] ). Each machine Mi in (1) has double exponential size and can be computed in deterministic double exponential time. The machine M f in result (2) has exponential size, which is optimal in certain cases of M, and it can be computed in deterministic exponential time (Weber and Klemm [WK95] , see Section 2).
The main result of this article (see Section 3) is the following theorem combining results (1) and (2).
(3) For any positive integer k 9 a &-valued NGSM (NFT) M can be effectively decomposed into k unambiguous NGSMs (NFTs, respectively) M\,...., Mfc such that the transduction realized by M is the union of the transductions realized by Mi, ..., M&.
We want to point out that result (3) improves down to optimality the number of single-valued transducers in (1) and extends (2) from single-valued to &-valued transducers. Every machine M% in (3) has double exponential size and can be computed in deterministic double exponential time where k appears in the second exponent each. Therefore, if the valuedness of M is of polynomial order, then this theorem yields a décomposition of M into an optimal number of unambiguous transducers, and each of them has about the same size as each of the -exponentially many -single-valued transducers provided by (1). For any fixed positive integer k result (3) states that a fc-valued NGSM (NFT) M can be effectively transformed into an equivalent fc-ambiguous NGSM (NFT, respectively) M' of double exponential size. In certain cases of M the size of M' is necessarily exponential (Leung [Le93] ). In particular, the /c-valued NGSMs (NFTs) and the fc-ambiguous NGSMs (NFTs, respectively) realize the same class of transductions (see Section 3). Note that in gênerai we cannot expect in result (3) that the transductions realized by Mi, ..., M& are pairwise disjoint (Lisovik [Li91] ).
Because of réduction our main task will be to prove theorem (3) for NGSMs. Intuitively, we thus have to prove that a "difficult", Le., A:-valued vol. 30, n° 5, 1996 NGSM M is equivalent to some effectively constructible "disjoint union" of "easy", Le,, unambiguous NGSMs Mi, ..., M&. We want to point out that one major problem for the machines Mi, ..., M& is that the model of a "disjoint union" does not allow any communication among them. Given an input word x 9 each M 2 has to décide autonomously which of the values for x in M it should produce as its own value. In order to do so, the transducer Mi computes a "neighborhood" graph associated with x. The "minimal" vertices of the connected components of this graph represent all values for x in M. The machine Mi obtains its value from that minimal vertex having "rank" i in the neighborhood graph.
In order to specify in more detail the construction of the unambiguous NGSMs Mi, ..., Mfc in theorem (3) we need two main tools (see Section 2). The first one is a strengthening of resuit (1) where the single-valued NGSMs are replaced by unambiguous ones without deterioating size or complexity bounds. The second tool clarifies the notion of "neighborhood" used above.
Another method, apart from the above discussion about theorem (3), to compare fc-valued and &-ambiguous transducers, for any fixed positive integer fc, is to study their respective équivalence problems. The best procedure we know for deciding the équivalence of fc-valued NFTs is derived from theorem (1) and requires deterministic double exponential time (Weber [W93] ). In contrast to this, it is decidable in deterministic single exponential time whether or not two &-ambiguous NFTs are equivalent (Gurari and Ibarra [GI83] ). Note that the first-mentioned procedure, deciding the équivalence of &-valued NFTs, does not take advantage of the fixed k. A first step to improve this procedure could be to pro vide in theorem (3) unambiguous transducers of single exponential size. Concerning the équivalence problem for fc-ambiguous NFTs, it should be interesting to find a polynomial-time or -space algorithm. Equivalence problems for transducers are further treated in the surveys (Karhumaki [K87] ) and Culik [C90] ).
Resuit (1) remains true when the valuedness of a transducer is replaced by its length-degree (Weber [W92a] ). It is an open problem whether a similar extension exists for theorem (3). We want to point out that such an extension would considerably improve the complexity of the best known algorithm for deciding the équivalence of NFTs having length-degree at most fc, for any fixed positive integer k (Weber [W92a] ). Resuit (1) also remains valid when transducers are replaced by bottom-up tree transducers (Seidl [Se94] certain (fc + l)-valued distance automaton is not equivalent to any fc-valued distance automaton (Weber [W94] ).
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
General
The set of all integers is denoted by Z. For any nonnegative integer m, the set {1, ..., m} is denoted by [m] . For any integers i and j, the set {t £ Z : i < t < j} is denoted by [i, j] . For every set U the set of all subsets of U having cardinality 2 is denoted by ( ^ ).
Let A be a nonempty, finite set. For every z G A* and j G [|z|], the jth letter of the word z is denoted by z(j). Let zi, Z2 G A*, and let , \z2\}] . We say that the words z\ and z<i differ at position j if z\ (j) and Z2 (j) are distinct. We write z\ C z<i if z\ is a prefix of 22 > t'.e., l| < 1^1 and, for every j G [|^i|], the letters ^1 (j) and ^2 (j) coincide. The free group generated by A, denoted by FG(A), is defined as the quotient of the free monoid (A U A" 1 )*, where A"
: b e A}, by the congruence generated by the relations bb~1 = b~1b = e for every b G A. A word z G (AuA" 1 )* is reduced if it contains no factor of the form bb~l or b~~lb where b G A. It can be seen that every element of FG(A) has a unique reduced représentative in (A U A" 1 )* (see Lyndon and Schupp [LS77, Sect. I.l] Let G be a finite, undirected graph. For any vertex p of G we dénote by [P]G the connected component of G to which p belongs, Le., the set of all vertices q of G being connected with p.
Transducers
Our model of a transducer is the normalized finite transducer, abbreviated NFT. Formally, an NFT is a 6-tuple M = (Q, E, A, 5, Q/, Q F ) where vol. 30, n° 5, 1996 384 A. WEBER Q, S, and A dénote nonempty, finite, sets of states, input symbols, and output symbols, respectively, Qj, Qp Ç Q dénote sets of initial and final (or accepting) states, respectively, and S is a finite subset of Q x (S U {e}) x A* x Q. Hère, £ is the input alphabet, A is the output alphabet, and 6 is the transition relation. Each element of 8 dénotes a transition. In gênerai, of course, the transducer M will be nondeterministic. We say that M is a real-time transducer or, by historie reasons, a nondeterministic generalized sequential machine, abbreviated NGSM, if S is a finite subset of Q x E x A* x Q. In this article we mainly deal with NGSMs. If S is a subset of Q x (S U {e}) x {e} x Q, then M is a nondeterministic finite automaton with e-moves, abbreviated e-NFA. If 6 is a subset of Q x E x {e} x Q, then M is a nondeterministic finite automaton, abbreviated NFA. The latter définition is, of course^ isomorphic to the usual one.
The mode of opération of M ïs described by paths. A path -K (of length m) is a word p, a, z, q) with the path (p y a, ^) ç of length 1 and vice versa. We define S as the set of all (p, x, z, g) G <5 x S* x A* x Q such that (a:, ^) is realized by some path leading from p to q. If M is real time, then 6 equals { fl Q x S x A* x Q. In this case we rename 8 by 6. If M is an er-NFA, then 6 is a subset of Q x T,* x {e} x Q. Let TTI = TT^ CI and TT2 = 7r2 ^2 be paths in M leading from pi to gi and from pi to g2, respectively. If q\ and ^2 coincide, then we define the path TTI O TT2 as TT^ TT^ #2-Note that the opération "o" on paths is associative.
The transduction (or relation) realized by M, denoted by T (M), is the set of pairs (in E* x A*) realized by the accepting paths in M. The language recognized by M, denoted by L(M), is the domain of T{M)> Le., the set of words (in S*) consumed by the accepting paths in M. Two NFTs are equivalent if the transductions realized by them coincide.
all different values for x. The valuedness of M, abbreviated val (M), is the supremum of the set {val^ (x) : x £ S*}. Note that, for a given xEÏ*, valM (x) may be infinité (Weber [W90, Sect. 5] ) whereas it is clearly finite if M is an NGSM. The degree of ambiguity of M, abbreviated da(M), is the minimal nonnegative integer k such that any x G £* is consumed by at most k accepting paths or is infinité, depending on whether or not such a k exists. Evidently, val(M) < da(M). Let fcbea positive integer. The transducer M is finite valued {k-valued, single valued) if its valuedness is finite (at most &, at most 1, respectively). It is finitely ambiguous (kambiguous, unambiguous) if its degree of ambiguity is finite (at most k, at most 1, respectively), Whenever convenient we abbreviate "unambiguous NGSM" by UGSM and "unambiguous NFA" by UFA.
A state of M is useful if it appears on some accepting path. If all states of M are useful, then this machine is trim.
Let M o = (Qo> E, A, 6 0 , Q/,o, QF,O) be another NFT. We define some local structural parameters of M and MQ. The first one, diff (S y So) dénotes the minimal nonnegative integer k\ such that, for all pairs ((p, a, 2T, q), (p', a, z f , q f )) of transitions in M and Mo consuming the same a G S U {e}, \\z'\ -\z\\ is at most k\. We set diff (S) = diff (S, 6). The set of e and of all words (in A*) produced by the transitions of M is denoted by im(6). We set iml(S) = max{|^.f : z G im(£)}.
The size of 6, denoted by \\S\\, is defined as 1 plus the sum of 1 + \z\ over all transitions (p, a, z, q) is another path in MQ such that ij) (TT') is a path in M, then the equality diff (^(TT), ^(TT')) = diff (TT, TT') holds.
MAIN TOOLS
In this section we prove the two following theorems. Proof: Let M = (Q\ x Q 2 , E, A, 8, Qj, QF)\ nu and n 2 be as in the lemma. Let us fix some total order on Q 2 . We construct the NGSM
((PÏ ç)i a : ^7 (P'Ï </)) e ^ 9 = m i n {s G B : for some y G A*, ((p, s), a, z', (p', g')) € «} îa ndB' = {*' G Q 2 : for some s G B and ^ G A*, ((p, 5), a, z', (p', 5 7 )) G Obviously, #Q ; < ni n 2 2 n2 " 1 = #Q • 2 n2 " x , ||5 7 || < ||^|| • 2 na -1 , and < ||M|| • 2 n2 " 1 . The machine M 7 can be computed in DTIME (poly (||M|| • 2 n2 )). Any accepting path in M 1 realizing some (x, z) G E* x A*, when restricting its states to their Q\ x (22-components, yields an accepting path in M also realizing (#, z).
Thus, T (M') is included in T (M). On the other hand, it is easy to show that
Since M is single valued, this altogether implies that M and M' are equivalent. It remains to be shown that M' is unambiguous.
Let x G L (M y ), and let TT be an accepting path in M 1 consuming x. Since M 1 is single valued, the path TT is uniquely determined by the séquence of its states and by x. Restricting the states of TT to their Q\ x Q2-components, the assumption of the lemma yields that the <3i-com P onents °f tne states of 7T are uniquely determined by x. By going through ?r from left to right, vol. 30, n° 5, 1996 it is easy to see that the 2^2-components of the states of ?r are uniquely déterminée! by the Qi-components and by x. By going through TT from right to left, one observes that the <52-eomponents of the states of TT are uniquely determined by the Q\~ and 2^2-components and by 'x. Thus, the path -K is the only accepting path in M 1 which consumes the word x. D We want to look at two special cases of Lemma 2.3. The first one is that n\ = 1. Then, the uniqueness assumption trivially holds true and can be therefore omitted; the lemma and its proof coincide with [WK95, Prop. 2.1]. The second special case is as follows. There is a given subset Q f 2 of 2^2 such that, for every p £ Qi, the set B = {q (3) For every a G 5 we construct an NGSM M a realizing the set of ail (x, z) G E* x A* being realized by some TT G II with a G <p(ft). These new machines each have size 0(2 2lm||M ") and can be computed in DTIME (2 2lin1JM|! ). Their state sets coincide being of the form Q^ X g( 2 ) for some sets Q^ and Q( We define a set S of potential path spécifications by setting
The set 5 is defîned exactly as in the proof of [W93, Thm. 
Execution of step (2):
Let us first introducé some notations for a word x E S*. Let rri, ..., x m E S such that x = x\ ... x m . Let ji E {0, ..., m}. We define the sets att (x, /z) = {5 E Q : for some r £ Qj and 2 E A*, (r, x\ ... x^, z r s) E S} and der (#, jj) ~ {r E Q : f°r some 5 E QF and 2 E A*,
The sets att (x K fï) and der (a:, /x) dénote the sets of states attainable from Qj with a;i ... x^ and derivable to QF with rc^+i ... x m , respectively. We define the set set(#, JJ) as att (a;, /x) nder(x, /x). Let us fix a total order, say, "<" on 2^. Let "<" be the corresponding nonreflexive relation on 2^. Given x = x\ ... x m E S*, consider the vmiquely determined sets Ai, ..., A d+1 E 2®, and words 3/1, ..., s/d G E* such that x = yi ... Assume that 7r G II is an accepting path consuming x and produciiig some z G A*. We are going to define the set tp(ir) G 2 5 of spécifications of the path ir.
Consider the uniquely determined paths TTI , ..., TT^ and the uniquely determined words z\, ..., z^ G A* and states p [, q[, ... Let j be a positive integer. Let TTO be any path in M realizing some (2/0 ) ^0) G S* x A* and leading from some state p G Q to some state q € Q. Let 1 < i (p) < i (g) < fc so that p G QÎ( P ) and q G Qi( g) . Set n -E-i^) n». We define ^ (TT 0 ) G 2 A * u2x « 2 by setting ipj (TTO) = {^0} if i is even or |^Q| < (n 2 n -1) * diff (5), and
, and there is a path jt in M realizing (2/0, ^) for some z G A* and leading from p to g such that diff (TTO, TT) < (n 3 -1) -diff (5) and t = |j?o| -|^|}, otherwise. We are now ready to define cp (TT) G 2^ by setting
The mapping </ ? : II -• 2 5 is defined exactly as in the proof of [W93, Thm. 2.1]. It was shown in this proof that for every TT G II the set C/9(TT) is nonempty and the following holds. If 7r, TT' G II realize (#, 0), (a;, z f ) G S* x A*, respectively, and if tp (?r) n ^(TT 7 ) is nonempty, then z and 2/ coincide. 
Execution of step (3):
Let a E S. We are going to construct an NFT M a = (Q<7, E, A, S a , Qi t<n QK t a), which realizes the set of all (x, z) G S* x A* being realized by some ir G II with a G ^(TT) and which has the property that any path in M a consuming e also produces e. It is easy to see that M a is equivalent to the NGSM M a = (Qa, S, A, S a , QI,G, QF,C) where Ql,a = {<? e Q a : for some p G Q 7jff , (p, e, s, q) G (£,)} and * 2) ç) G Q<r x S x A* x Q a : for some r G Q a , 0, a, 2, r) G 6 a and (r, e, e, ç) G (<5cr)}.
Having constructed M ff , we will observe that it realizes the above transduction and that M G has the other properties requested by step (3).
Let l > 0, 1 < zo < •.. < il < k and 0 < j\ < ... < j; < 2 n+1 such that and pj is strongly connected with qj.
By construction of the mapping tp we know that the following holds. If, for sorne j G J2, j is even or if, for some j G Ji, j is odd and NI > (^2^i -1) * diff (S) or j is even and zy ^ im(5), then a does not belong to <p(II). In this case we can select M a arbitrarily so that T {M a ) -0 and M a has the other properties requested by step (3). Let us therefore assume that, for every j G J2, j is odd and that, for every j G Ji, either j is odd and \ZJ | < (n 2 ny -1} • diff (S) or j is even and ZJ G im (S).
Instead of constructing the NFT M a in detail, we explain the desired mode of opération of an arbitrary accepting path -K a in this machine. Assume that the path TÏV realizes (x, z) G E* x A*. Let x\, ..., x m G S so that x = x\ ... x m * The reader may recall from step (2) the définition of the sets att (#, /x), der (a;, /x),. and set (x, /i) (/x = 0, ..., m), the sets Ai, ..., A2n+i G 2 e ?, and the words 2/1, ..., j/d G E*. In particular, a; = 2/1 ... 2/d, d + 1 is even, and d < 2 n+1 -1.
The path TIV consists of five components that correspond to five components of Q G , the state set of M a , Let Q a -QW x Q( 2 ) where QW makes up the first four components of Q a and Q^ dénotes the fifth component of Q a . Roughly spoken, the QW-components of iv a pro vide the index j G [dj of the word yj currently consumed by TÏV. These components behave independently of a and z. The Q^-component of w a guesses an accepting path ir E TL realizing (#, z) and uses the "current index" j provided by the Q^-components in order to verify "on line" that a belongs to tp (TF). Note that iï a inherits its output word z from TT.
The first component of ?!> constantly contains (A\ 7 .... ,A2«+i) G (2^) 2n+1 . The tuple (Aj, ..., ^2^+1) is guessed at the beginning of ix a . We want to point out that the sets A^+ 2ï • • •, ^2^+1 are only needed in order to make the state set Q a "well typed".
The next three components of -K G drive a nondeterministic process, which vérifies the correctness of the sets A\. t ..., A^+i and uses them in order to provide the index j e [d] of the word yj currently consumed by ita. Assume that, for some JJL E {0, ..., m}, na-has consumed the prefix x\ ... x^ of x. Then, the second (deterministic) and third (nondeterministic) components of TTCT contain the sets att (x, JJL) and der(x, /x), respectively.
The fourth component of 7r a contains some (j, a) G [d + 1] x [3] so that the following holds. If a = 1, then either j < d and ir a can, after one transition realizing (e, e), begin to consume the letters of yj or iï a guesses that j = d+1 and accepts. In the latter case, of course, j is even, j > jf/, and A J+ i = Aj+2 < ^-i+3 -^+4 < •.. < A2n+i_i = A2-+1. If a e {2, 3}, then j < d. If a = 2, then j is even and TT^ is ready to consume the only letter of yj. If a = 3 and j is even, then yj has been completely consumed. If a = 3 and j is odd, then either % a is ready to consume the next letter of yj or yj has been completely consumed, depending on the guess of -K a . Whenever all letters of a word yj have been consumed, the path TTV incréments j by 1 on a transition realizing (e, e). At the beginning of n a its fourth component contains (1, 1). The distinction between the values 2 and 3 for a is needed in order to ensure that \yj\ = 1 for all even j G [d].
The second and third components of ix a are used in order to check that, for each j G [d + 1], Aj = set (x, \yi ... 2/y-i|) and that, for each odd j G [d], Aj+i is the "last occurrence" of Aj in the séquence set (x, 0), set (x, 1), ..., set (Xj m). Therefore, these components contribute to the vérification of the first and the fourth component of TI> .
We observe from the mode of opération of 7i> that the séquence of the Q^-components of the states of 7c a and the séquence of words consumed by its transitions are uniquely determined by x. According to the construction of M a from M a this implies that the séquence of the Q^-components of the states of any accepting path in M a is uniquely determined by the word consumed by this path.
For the fifth component of 7r a we first of ail need, for every j E J, an NGSM iW (7) j realizing the transduction Taj -{(Z/OÎ ^o) G S* x A* : (2/0, ^0) is realizedby some path 7To in M leading frompy to q f j so that UJ E (pj (TTO)}.
Informally spoken, an accepting path in M a j simply guesses (in its first component) a path TTO in M leading from p'-to </-, realizes the same (yoi ^0) £ 5]* x A* as 7TQ, and vérifies (on its three other components) that <jj belongs to ipj (TTO) . The vérification procedure directly anses from the définition of tpj in step (2). The detailed construction of M a j is given in the proof of [W93, Thm. From the description of the mode of opération of the path n a given above we conclude (informally) that the NFT Mo-realizes the correct transduction. Moreover, every transition of M a consuming e also produces e. The detailed construction of M a is given in the proof of [W93, Thm. 2.1]. Our only modification is in the définition of the set of final states where we add the condition that Aj+\ -Aj+2 < -Aj+3 = Aj+4, < ... < A2«-+*-i ~ ^n+i. and
Note that Q^ and Q^ have cardinality O(2 2lin||M ") and O (poly||M||), respectively.
We define the mapping ^2 : Q^ x Q^ -> Q as the projection to the first Q-subcomponent of thè Q^-component. We observe from the detailed construction of M a that for any transition (r, a, z, 5) of M^ either (a, z) = (e, e) and ^2 (r) -tp2 {$) or a E E and (^2 (r), a, 2;, ^2 (5)) is a transition of M. According to the construction of M a from M a , this implies that ^2 maps any transition of M a to a transition of M. Moreover, we observe that tp2 maps any initial (final) state of M a to an initial (final, respectively) state of M. a , (p, a, e, r) E £ and (r, e, e, q) E Ĥ aving constructed M a , we will observe that it recognizes the above language and that M f a has the other properties requested by step (4). Let a = (g/, (j u p^, a^, g^), ... , (j h p f n , <r 3n g^), g F ) E 5 and J, «/ï, h, rij (j E J), ZJ (j E Ji) and (t 3 , p 3 , q 3 ) (j E J2) be given as in step (3). As in step (3) we also assume here that, for every j G J2, j is odd vol. 30, n° 5, 1996 and that, for every j G J\, either j is odd and \ZJ\ < (n 2 hj -1) * diff (ë) or j is even and Zj G ini(<5).
Execution of step (4):
We recall from step (3) the NGSM M a j(j G J) with state set Qr ealizing the transduction T a j. Let j G J. Using the well-known subset construction we obtain from M a . 3 an NFA M' a which is in f act deterministic and which recognizes the language T,*\L (M a j) Instead of constructing the e-NFA M ! a in detail we explain the desired mode of opération of an arbitrary accepting path 7r f a in this machine. Assume that the path TT^ consumes x G £*. Let xi, ..., x m G S so that x -x\ ... rr m . The reader may recall from step (2) the définition of the words yi, ..., ^ 6 S*. In particular, x -yi ... y^, d + 1 is even, and d < 2 n+1 -1. We further ask once again to recall the main Unes of the construction of the NGSM M a , which has state set Q a = Q^ x Q&\ in step (3).
The path TT^ consists of five components that correspond to five components of Q (2) ) 3 are of order O (2 2lin|1 ""). Since the state set of M a is independent of <r, the state set of M a is independent of a as well.
This complètes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
• We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.2. For this purpose we need the following word lemma. We select Ao to be the maximal integer A such that \z\\ + A• \z2\ < \z^z^ . By our assumptions, Ao is nonnegative. Assume that, for some integer A > Ao, the words z\ z\ £3 and z± z § ZQ coincide. Hence, z\ is a prefix of Z4 and ZQ is a suffix of z% implying that \zi\ < j < \z4Zb\-Let JJL be the In summary, we can dérive the following contradiction.
Consequently, for every integer A > AQ the words z\ z\ ^3 and z 4 z^ ZQ are distinct. D
Proof of Theorem 2.2: Let M = (Q : E, A, 6, Qj, Q F ) be an NGSM with n states, and let A; be a positive integer such that the assumption of the theorem holds true. Thus, there are accepting paths 7ri, ..., ftk+i m M consuming the same word (in E*) and producing the words zi, .... 2&+i G A*, respectively, such that for any two distinct i\,%2 G [k+l] either diff (TT^ . 7r ? ; 2 ) is greater than (n fc+1 -1) • diff (6) or z-i x and Zi 2 are distinct. For any paths 7Ti, ..., 7Tfc + i in M consuming the same word and producing the words z\. ..., Zk+i G A*, respectively, we are going to study property (*).
(i) There are factorizations TTJ = TT*. 1 o -K % 2 o 7r z . 3 (i = 1, ..., A; + 1) such that, for every j G {1, 2. 3}, the paths vri.j, ..., 7Tfc+i ^ consume the same word, the paths TTI.2, • • •, ftk+i. 2 are cycles, and the lengths of the words produced by ?r; l5 2 and TTÏ 2 .2 are distinct.
(ii) The words z %1 and Zi 2 are distinct. vol. 30, n° 5, 1996 We wish to prove Claims 1, 2, and 3.
Claim 1: There are accepting paths TTI, ..., TT^+I in M consuming the same word and having property (*).
Claim 2: Let TTI, ....,. TT^+I be accepting paths in M consuming the same word, say, v G £*, producing the words z\, ..., 2^+1 G A*, respectively, and having property (*) such that the cardinality of {z\ % . ..,2fc+i} is maximal. Then, this cardinality is k + 1. In particular, the valuedness of v in M is at least k + 1.
Claim 3: Let %\ 1 ..., 7r&+i be paths in M consuming the same word and producing the words z\, ..., z/e+i G A*, respectively. Let i\ r %2 G [A;-1-1] be distinct such that assertion (i) does not hold for (TTI , ..., TT^+I) and (ii, «2)-Then, H^J -\zi 2 \\ is at most (n fc+1 -1) • diff (<5).
The theorem directly follows from Claims 1 and 2. Using Claim 3, it is easy to check that the paths iz\, ..., TT& + I given by the assumption of the theorem have property (*). By this we have established Claim 1.
Our next goal is to prove Claim 3. This will be done by induction on the length of the word vEE* consumed by the given paths. Let TÏ\ , ..., Tr^+i be paths in M consuming the same word v E £* and producing the words z\, ..., Zk+i € A*, respectively. Let i\, %2 G [fe + 1] be distinct such that assertion (i) does not hold for (TTI, ..., TT^+I) and (ii, 12) . The base of induction is the case that |^| < n^1 -1. In this case, we have that
For the induction step let us assume that \v\ > n kJrl . Then, there are factorizations TT 2 -= TT^I O 7r^2 ° ^,3 (i = 1,. ..., k + 1) such that, for every j G {1, 2, 3}, the paths TT^J, ...., TTfc^i^-consume the same word, say, VJ G E'*, the word ^2 is nonempty, and the paths 71-1,2, ..., ^"fc+1.,2 are cycles. Let us select any such factorizations where the length of the word v\ is minimal. Let zij G A* be the word produced by the path TCij (i -1. ..., k + 1, j -1, 2, 3). Since assertion (i) does not hold for (TTI, ..., TTfc+i) and (ii, 12), the lengths of ^1 ; 2 and Zi 2 ,2 coincide. Consider the paths TT^ = TTI^ 0^3, ..., 7T It remains to prove Claim 2. For this purpose let us consider accepting paths 7Ti, .... TTfc+i in M consuming the same word, say, vGS*, producing the words z\, , Zk+\ G A*, respectively, and having property (*) such that k f = #{z±, ..., Zk+i} is maximal. Assume that at least two words in (zi, ..., Zk+i} coincide, say, z\ -z<i. We are going to construct accepting paths 7fi, ..., 7ffc+i consuming the same word, say, u G S*, producing the words 5j, ..., %+i G A*., respectively, and having property (*) such that z\ ^ Z2 and, for any two distinct i\, i-2
which contradicts the maximality of k ! . Thus, k f equals k + 1 as desired.
We construct the paths iri, , 7r&4-l as follows. Property (*) applied to (TTI, .,., 7Tfc+i) and (zi, ^2) == (1, 2) yields factorizations ivi -1,1 ° ïïï,2 ° ^"Ï',3 (* -1) ...., fc + 1) such that, for every j G {1, 2, 3}, the paths nij, .-., Trjfc+i.j consume the same word, say, tij G S*, the paths 7Ti 5 2, • • • > TTfc+1,2 are cycles, and the lengths of the words produced by 7Ti,2 and TT2,2 are distinct. Let zij G A* be the word produced by the path ïïij (i -1, . .., k 4-1, j = 1, 2, 3). By construction, = Zi^Zi, 2 Zi,3 (i = 1, , fc + 1). Let n, «2 € [fc + 1] be distinct such that z %1 ^ Zi 2 . According to Lemma 2.4 there is a nonnegative integer Aj 1} i 2 such that for every integer A > A^^2 the words z %1^\ z\ 2 i^.â nd i?j 2ï i 5^ 2 ^2,3 are distinct. Since ]ii,2J / 1^2,21, there is at most one nonnegative integer A such that ]£i.i i?^ 2 £1.3] = |^2.i z^ 2 ^2.3J-Select Ai ; 2 to be either this A, if it exists, or 0, otherwise. 3 (i -1) ..., A; + 1) such that, for every j G {1, 2, 3}, the paths TTIJ, ..., ftjc+ij consume the same word, say, VJ G S*, the paths 71-1,2, ..., ^+1,2 are cycles, and the lengths of the words produced by 7r Zl; 2 and Tii 2 ,2 are distinct. Then, having in mind how iti arose from TT^ (i = 1, ..., k + 1), it is easy to obtain from the paths nij (i = 1, ..., A; + 1, j = 1, 2, 3) factorizations TTÏ = ^ 1 ° ^ 2 ° ^.3 (i = l, ...,&+l) which guarantee assertion (i) for (TTI, ..., TTU+I) anc * (H, «2).
DECOMPOSING A;-VALUED TRANSDUCERS
In this section we use the outcome of Section 2 (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) in order to prove the main resuit of this article. ) and can be computed in DTIME (2   Z   ) . Informally, Theorem 3.1 states that a A;-valued NGSM M is equivalent to some effectively constructible "disjoint union" of k unambiguous NGSMs of double exponential size. It turns out that these UGSMs are technically quite complicated. While consuming the same input word, they need almost their entire capability in order to carry out exactly the same "basic work" upon which they décide "on line" which output word to produce. Intuitively spoken these machines are doing so because the model of a "disjoint union" of transducers does not allow any communication among them by which they could coordinate their output words. The author believes that the missing communication is one of the main reasons why the new machines are so complicated.
Note that in the case k = 1 of Theorem 3.1 we can select the UGSM M\ to be of size at most ||M|| • 2*®" 1 , using Lemma 2.3 for n\ = 1. Moreover it is known that M\ has at least 2^ -1 states in certain cases of M (Leung [Le93] , see Weber and Klemm [WK95, Prop. 2.2] 2 poly(l|M|i+fc) ) ü nd can be computed in DTIME (2 2P°ly(i|M|l+k) ).
Since every fc-ambiguous NFT is fc-valued and every "disjoint union" of k unambiguous NFTs is a /c-ambiguous NFT, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 directly imply the following theorem. Theorem 3.3 was first established for k = 1 (Eilenberg [E74] and Schützenberger [Sch76] , see Berstel [B79, Thms. IV.4.2 and IV.4.5] ). For every fixed positive integer k, it is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether or not a given NFT is fc-valued (Gurari and Ibarra [GI83] ). Consequently Theorem 3.3 implies that, for every fixed positive integer k, it is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether or not a given NFT (NGSM) is equivalent to some A;-ambiguous NFT (NGSM, respectively).
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Proof: Given x G S* , let us consider the graph G ~ NG^, fc(x) = (V, E). Assume that G has fe + 1 or more connected components. Then, there are pairwise disjoint vertices ii> ..., ijt+i G T^ such that no edge in E connects any two of them. By définition of G, there are accepting paths 7Ti 1 j ...-, 7Ti k+1 in M %i . .... M{ fc+1 , respectively, ail consuming x and producing the words Z{ x , ..., ^^f c+1 G A*, respectively, such that, for any two distinct Ai, A2 G {û, ..., ifc+i}, either diff {yt\^ KX 2 ) 1S greater than n fc+1 * diff (6) or z\ l and ^2 a 16 distinct. Thus, ip (n H ). ..., ij) (^i k+1 ) are accepting paths in M ail consuming x and producing z îl , ..., ^f c+1 G A*, respectively, such that, for any two distinct Ai, A2 G' {ii, . • • -, ife+i}, either diff (^(TT^J, ^(TTAJ) = dîff(7FA 1 , 7T\ 2 ) is greater than n fc+1 • diff (S) or x and ^A 2 are distinct. By Theorem 2.2, this implies that the valuedness of M is greater than fe, a contradiction. Therefore, the graph G has at most k connected components. D Let x G S* be an input word. Consider the undirected graph G = NGJW,*(Z) = (V, E).
Proof of Theorem
be the connected components of G ordered by their minimal éléments, Le., 1 < min U\ < min V% < -• -< min U^ < N. Frorn Fact 3.4 we know that k 1 is at most k. For any vertex i G V its rank in G, abbreviated AQ (i), is defined as the uniquely determined re G {1, ..., k'} such that % belongs to U K . Analogously, such ranks can be defined in any finite, undirected graph having positive integers as vertices.
We are going to define, for each re G [k], a UGSM M& which realizes the transduction We further require that each of our new machines has size O ( 2 2P°y ) and can be computed in DTIME(2 2P°lyCI|M|l+fc) ). In order to see that these machines are suitable for the proof of has a neighborhood graph containing no vertex of rank re. Thus, there is no word z G A* such that (x, z) is in T K , f.e., x does not belong to L (M K ). On the other hand, for every word x G E*\L(M f K ) the graph G = NG/4 t jt(a;) contains a vertex having rank at least re and, therefore, also a vertex having rank exactly re. Let z' o be the minimal vertex of G having rank re. Then, the word x belongs to L(M lQ ) and, by définition of respectively, consuming the same word x G E* and producing the words zi, ..., ZN G A*, respectively. Note that such accepting paths exist for every given input word x G E*. Since the transducer Mi ÙMj is a disjoint union, the path ni is contained either completely in Mi or completely in M[ depending on whether its first state belongs to QQ or to Q' o . Consider the
This implies that the sets T K and L K can be reformulated as follows.
• 
• L K = {x G E* : there are accepting paths 7ri, ..., T^y in Mi Ù M{, ..., M/y Û Mjy, respectively, all consuming x and producing the words 21, ..., £j\r G A*, respectively, such that all vertices of the graph G = (F, E) have rank less than K where V -{% G [iV] : 7^ is in M^} and E = {{i u 12} e ( Thus, considering the graph G = (V, E), the path TT can verify at its end that zo is the minimal vertex of G having rank «. In order to compute the edge set E, the third component of TT is divided into ( 7 2 ) subcomponents, indexed by all possible {21, 12} E ( 2 )• The {z'i, i2}-subcomponent checks whether {z'i, 22} belongs to the set E ({z'i, 2*2} € ( 2 ) Then, every -K\ {% G [N] ) terminâtes at the state pi E Qo U QQ, consumes x\ and produces some prefix z\ of zn moreover there is a path TT" such that Tri equals ?r^ o TT". in deterministic time linear in the number of vertices and edges of this graph {see Cormen, Leiserson, and Rivest [CLR90, Sect. 23]) . Using this resuit and Fact 3.5, it is easy to see that the machines M K and M' can be computed inDTIME (2 2P°Iy(i|M|l+fc) ).
This complètes the proof of Theorem 3.1. D
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof will be by réduction to Theorem 3.1. For this purpose we first of ail adopt (Weber [W93, Props. 4.5 and 4.4 (ii) ]) and then follow the main Unes of the proof of (Weber [W93, Thm. 4 .1]). (v) The machine M 1 can be computed in DTIME (poly||M||).
Proof of Theorem 3.2: Let M = (Q, S, A, 6, Q 7 , Q F ) be a kvalued NFT with n states, where k is a positive integer. Let M^ = (Q, E^1), A, 6^\ Q u Q F ) be the NGSM associated with M in Proposition 3.6. From this proposition we obtain that E^ = EÛ{ao} and that M^ is a fc-valued NGSM of size O(||M||) which can be computed in DTIME(poly||M|| ) and can be computed in DTIME (2 2P°ly{i|M(1)fl+fc) ). We observe that ||M K || < n • \\MP\\ and HM^|j < n • ||Mi 2) ||. Thus, the machines M K and ii^. are of size 0(2 2P°y ). Given Mi l \ the NFT jQ^ can be computed in DTIME(poly{n + HM^^IJ)). Given M^\ the e-NFA M' K can be computed in DTIME (poly (n + \\MK II)). Therefore, the machines M K and M' K can be computed in DTIME(2 2POly(l|M|l+fc> ). 
